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Introduction:   

Welcome to our fourth Full Thrust event at 
Pensaon. This year’s event, by popular request, will be 
formatted as a tournament. This is will not be a ‘hard core ‘ 
competitive event , per say, but an opportunity for players 
to try their designs in a friendly relaxed setting. 

 Full Thrust: Project Continuum rules (revision 1.1 
dated February 2015) will be used with a few addendums 
listed below.  Entry fee is $5.00 to cover the cost of prizes.  
This will be an ideal setting for new players to become 
immersed in this terrific and addictive game. 

New players are highly encouraged to attend and 
rules will be taught if needed.  We do ask that you have 
your own (or borrowed) models and SSDs’ however we will 
have one loaner fleet available.  The various fleet books 
have SSDs you can utilize if you do not wish to make up 
your own.  There are a large selection of SSDs available at 
https://emeraldcoastskunkworks.wordpress.com/  
http://fullthrust.star-ranger.com/ also has some great 

resources.   Aside from the loaner fleet and its SSDs, the 
event organizers will not be able to loan any models or 
SSDs. 
 

 
 

Ship Design Special Rules: 
 No ship may be larger than 100 mass. 
 No weapons larger than Class 6 may be employed. 
(Most weapons are no larger than Class 4 anyway) 
 The ‘Flawed Design’ system may not be used.  All 
other systems and weapons may be used. 
 “Monster Ships’ (page 116) may not be built. 
 The first ADFC a ship mounts does not take up 
mass but does cost points. 
 Ships may not use Spinal Mounts. 
 Wave Guns, Reflex Fields and Nova Cannons may 
not be used. 
 Any of the Cloaking systems may be used except 
the Tuffley cloak.  
 Light Fighters may not be used. 
 Sub-Light ships may not be used unless the fleet 
includes a ‘tug’ 
 

Fleet Composition Special Rules:   
 Players have 800 CPV points (including 
fighters/gunboats) in which to build their fleets. There is no 
restriction on ship classes but all fleets must contain at 
least one Cruiser class ship 40-85 mass and one Escort 
class ship of 35 Mass or less.   
 Fleets may NOT contain more than three fighters, 
heavy missiles, Salvo missile launchers, PBLs, gunboats (or 
other ordinance) or combination thereof.   For example a 
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fleet may contain one fighter squadrons and two Salvo 
Missile launchers.   
This is to facilitate faster play and force players to take 
special care to concentrate their scarce fighter and missile 
resources.   
 Other than the restrictions above- anything goes!
  

Additional Rules:   

FTL engines:  The rules for entering and exiting under FTL 

will not be used. 

Vector rules: Vector rules will not be used. 

 

Models:  Only actual starship models will be permitted. 

No paper counters allowed. All models should be painted. 
Each fleet will typically consist of only 4-6 ships. Everyone 
should be able to paint at least that much!  Additionally, all 
bases should have markings for a minimum of 6 firing arcs.  
In lieu of marked bases players may use ‘fire arc’ gauges.     
 For ships that have different capabilities but similar 
or identical models, players should make every effort to 
differentiate them.   

 
 
SSDs:  All ships will, obviously, need an SSD to go with 

them. All SSDs should have a drawing or photo of the ship 
they represent; applicable weapon data such as to hit 
charts, damage, etc. (a copy of the Quick Reference Sheet 
will do); and of course the Ship Systems Display itself.  This 
is to make it easier to see at a glance what your ship can 
do. An example of an SSD can be seen below   Please DO 
NOT draw your SSDs on a piece of graph paper (or napkin) 
with a pencil!   
An excellent source for making your SSDs can be found 
here:   
http://www.mechworld.de/ 

 

 

 

 

SSD Examples: 

 

 

 
 

Terrain:   The event organizers will provide game mat 

and terrain.  Players should be prepared for a variety of 
bizarre terrain effects!    
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.mechworld.de/


Prizes   and Judging:  Ah, the best part!  There will be 

a Prize for Grand Admiral (the player with the most victory 
points) and for Grandest Fleet(Best looking/designed fleet) 
which all players will vote for. 
 

 
 After the first round players will vote for their 
favorite fleet.   If players wish, they may do a small write up 
about their forces.  Players may pick their favorite using 
whatever criteria they wish (most creative SSD, best 
painted, ‘WOW factor’, coercion or bribery, etc.).  
             There will also be a Bunch of ‘give-a-way’ goodies 
provided by our sponsors listed below. 
 

Tokens, Tape Measures, Templates, Dice, 
Rule Books, Pencils, etc., etc. 
 Every player is expected to have whatever items 
they need to play. Everyone is expected to bring their own 
dice, templates, tape measures, turn gauges, ordinance 
counters (Missiles, Plasma Bolts, Mines), and rulebooks. 
The event organizers will not provide these things, and 
obviously, you will have a hard time playing without them. 
For those that forget to bring an item, there will be 
vendors with booths set up, and you may purchase 
whatever items you need. 
 

Be sure to check out our sponsors 
From last year.  We will be soliciting from these folks 
again this year for support.  Stay tuned for more info! 
 

 
Bobe’s Hobby House 

 
http://bobeshobbyhouse.com/ 

 

 
https://www.etsy.com/shop/theCrystalZebra 

 

STARFIGHTER SHIPYARDS 

http://starfightershipyards.com/ 

Jupiter IV Decals 
http://jupiterivdecals.com/ 

 

 
https://www.ravenstarstudio.com/ 

 

 
http://www.groundzerogames.co.uk/ 

 
 

 
http://www.studiobergstrom.com/ 

 

 
http://www.vbamgames.com/ 

 

 
http://www.brigademodels.co.uk/ 

 
 

Any questions should be emailed to 

jimklein1966@yahoo.com 
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The tournament will be played in a series of three games.    
Four if time permits and all players agree.   

 
 
Players will be paired randomly for the first game.  For all 
remaining games winning players will be paired with 
winning players when possible. 
 
Each game will consist of six turns and last no more than 
one hour with a thirty minute break in between games.  If 
time elapses while players are in the middle of a turn they 
will be allowed to complete that turn. 
 

 
 

Victory and Scoring Conditions: 
 
Crippled Ships:  Crippled ships will count for 50% CPV in 
victory point.   Crippled is defined as ships meeting one or 
more of the following conditions.   Half or more weapons 
destroyed or “critted”, no FTL, all drives damaged, All but 
the last row of hull boxes destroyed, Bridge destroyed. 
 
Destroyed ships: Destroyed ships will count for 100% CPV 
in victory points.  Any ship Still Cloaked on the last turn will 
count as destroyed.  Ships leaving the board or destroying 
themselves by crashing into a piece of terrain counts as 
destroyed for victory point purposes.   
 

Captured ships: Ships destroyed by boarding actions, score 
200% CPV in victory points. 
 
 

 
 
Best Painted:  The Best Painted fleet will earn the player an 
extra 20 Victory points.  
 
Sportsmanship: The player voted the Best Sportsman will 
earn a player an extra 20 victory points.   The player with 
the most victory points at the end of the Tournament will 
be declared the Grand Admiral!  
 
Players should be prepared for all manner of crazy terrain 
effects, Random Event Cards and other strangeness.  The 
special “Cheese Hat” may be making another appearance 
this year!      
 

 
 

Good luck and hope to see everyone there! 


